The difference is night and day
Equinox - tiled roof system

Welcome to

A comfortable year-round living space
Discover the contemporary way to
enjoy your conservatory – every day
Traditional conservatories can uplift and enhance any home. Yet despite
the extra light and space they provide, they can be subject to the elements,
becoming too hot in the summer and too cold in the winter. Now, thanks to
the new Equinox tiled roof system, you can transform your conservatory from
an under utilised space, into a cosy, welcoming extension to your home that
provides the same levels of comfort - 365 days of the year, 24 hours a day.

Equinox is a fully insulated tiled roof system, for simple retro-fitting to
existing conservatories or flat-roof structures. It’s the ideal replacement
for ageing glass or polycarbonate roofs – or as an alternative roof
for brand new conservatories and traditional extensions.
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Equinox allows you to create high quality living spaces
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Energy-saving
design for
optimum comfort

Attractive styling –
inside and out
Roofs can be fitted with premium slatestyle tiles or standard steel tiles in a range

Equinox has insulation panels integrated within
the structure, achieving an incredibly low U-value
of 0.15. Such superior energy efficiency means
no more extremes of temperature inside the
living space, making it a comfortable room in all

of colours to complement any home. The
internal surface of the roof can be finished
with a modern plasterboard or tongue and
groove timber ceiling, creating the look and
feel of a conventional home extension.

weathers and saving you money on heating bills.

Less weather
noise for peace
and tranquility
Equinox allows you to enjoy your conservatory
– regardless of the elements and whatever
the temperature outside. Its solid, tile or
slate roof means that weather noise is also

No compromise
on light
The Equinox system can be fitted with
additional roof windows that will continue
to flood your conservatory with natural
light. This gives you a bright and airy
environment, but removes the harsh summer
glare of traditional conservatories.

reduced, but visibility isn’t. So even if it’s
windy and raining outside – you can still
relax in the sanctuary of your conservatory!
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Suitable for all types of conservatories

Choice of fascias and soffits
Equinox is supplied with fascias, soffits and guttering
in a choice of colours. Fascias and soffits are
available in White, Golden Oak or Rosewood.

White

Golden Oak

Rosewood

Choice of guttering, fascia and
soffit colours to suit your property

Lean-to

Gable-end

Victorian

Compatible with premium
quality roof windows
A choice of high-quality, market-leading roof windows are
available and can be fitted into the roof system. Your installer
will provide full details of the products available

Edwardian

P-shaped
Optional roof windows
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Contemporary premium composite slate tiles, in stunning Pewter Grey

Premium composite
roof slates

Traditional standard steel roof tiles in Charcoal

Standard steel tiles

Colours available

Standard tiles are made from lightweight steel, available in a

Manufactured from a recyclable blend of slate and

choice of colours to suit your individual style and budget

polypropylene, premium composite roof slates tiles offer
the authentic natural look of traditional slate roofs but with

Colours available

Brick Red

Pewter Grey

Stone Black

Chestnut

Charcoal

Antique Red

Burnt Umber

no risk of shattering, fading, warping or cracking.
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HOW IT WORKS

100MM
INSULATION
PANELS
RING BEAM
AND SOFFIT

25-year structural guarantee
exceeds NHBC standards.

EXISTING
UPRIGHTS

Engineered for your peace of mind
The high-quality of the Equinox roof means you can rest assured that you won’t have
to worry about any maintenance problems in the near future. A 25-year guarantee
gives you all the confidence you need to know that your roof is built to last!

Excludes fascias, soffits and guttering.
Conditions apply.
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Equinox tiled roof system
The difference is night and day
Product specification is subject to change without notification. Please also note that colours shown
are illustrative only, as the printing process does not allow 100% accurate colours to be reproduced.
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